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Episode 11 

Everything Creative 

JED FOUTZ INTERVIEWS RICHARD SUTTON 

 

[BEGIN MUSIC] 

PRESIDENT UCHTDORF (QUOTE):  "The desire to create is one of the deepest yearnings of the human 

soul…We each have an inherent wish to create something that did not exist before.  The 

more you trust and rely upon the Spirit, the greater your capacity to create.”   

NANCY HANSON (HOST):  I'm Nancy Hanson, and this is Everything Creative.  This program explores a 

wide range of creative ideas, talents, and experiences through interviews and group 

discussions.   

[END MUSIC] 

 

NANCY HANSON:   Join us today as Jed Foutz interviews Rich Sutton.  

JED FOUTZ:   Welcome back to Everything Creative, this is Jed Foutz, and I'm here with Rich Sutton 

and I'll let him introduce himself.  

RICH SUTTON:   All right, I'm Rich Sutton and I manage all the sign language translations for the Church.  

And just a little background on myself, I was born to Deaf parents, which in the Deaf 

community, makes me a CODA.  And that's probably an acronym that not a lot of people 

have heard but it means Child of Deaf Adults.  And so I was born and raised with Deaf 

parents, my first language was American Sign Language and learned to speak when I was 

a kid as well.   

   I have two siblings, both older than myself, a sister and a brother, and they both can hear 

as well.  So just learned to sign and then when I was about two and a half, three years old 

I started talking and went from there.  So that's a little background on myself.   

JED FOUTZ:   So which was easier, do you remember?   

RICH SUTTON:   I don't remember but from what my parents tell me it was -- I just signed and I refused to 

talk for a long time until I was about two and a half, three years old.  And then when my 

grandparents got home -- they served a, I think it was a Swiss temple mission if I 

remember right, they went to Switzerland on that temple mission, my grandpa was a 

sealer.  And they got back and everybody was talking to them and showing all the things 

they had gotten in the last 18 months and I was sitting there on my mom's lap and I went 

in, got some toys that were my favorites and then just started talking.  I mean broken 
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sentences and not sounding too fluent in English, but that's when I really started talking 

was at that point.   

JED FOUTZ:   So was there any concern up to that point about ever speaking or did they just figure it 

would come as it came, maybe?   

RICH SUTTON:   That's a great question.  Not that I remember but I have a similar thing with my son is he 

is just signing.  He's about two and a half years old.  He does talk a little bit, he says 

words here and there and every now and then he'll throw a broken sentence together.  But 

he signs really well and can communicate fluently in sign, almost.  And so we went to the 

doctor and the doctor was really concerned and said if you keep signing with him he's 

going to have speech issues, which I don't think because he'll be just fine.  He's learning 

two languages and that's maybe why his speech is a little behind, but as he gets into 

Primary and maybe kindergarten and things, he's gonna pick it up just fine.  But not only 

that, he'll now have two languages that he can use fluently, so I'm not worried at all.  I 

mean speech sometimes lags a little bit when you sign, but you have communication so 

there's no worries.   

JED FOUTZ:   It seems like sign would be such a tactile, more kind of, it seems like naturally you would 

kind of want to sign.  If there was an option, you would tend to use your hands before 

you would actually probably vocalize, naturally, almost.   

RICH SUTTON:   Absolutely.  Especially for kids, they're much more visual and they're seeing everything 

for the first time.  And if they can associate a visual picture of something, a ball with the 

sign for a ball which is also visual, it's easier to connect those things visually and 

mentally so they can start signing much earlier in life than they can speaking.   

    And so my son's been signing, communicating with us for a very long time and so we 

haven't had some of the tantrums I think other parents might experience because of 

communication issues.  Because he can tell us when he's hungry, what he wants to eat, 

where he wants to go, what toys he wants to play with, and so it's really cool that way 

that we can communicate with our son.  I think since about nine to ten months he's been 

signing and so we've had communication with him for about that long.   

JED FOUTZ:   Yeah, that would be a big advantage to communicate on that level at that age because 

most of us, obviously, it's quite a bit later before we really vocalize, communicate very 

well.   

RICH SUTTON:   One of the struggles we can avoid (laughs).   

JED FOUTZ:   That's right.  So how did you land in the position in where you are, I guess would be a 

question.  Obviously you already had the exposure and the skills which many people 

have, so how did you end up here?   

JED FOUTZ:   Well, that's a good question.  I graduated from the University of Utah, was kind of just 

looking at what I wanted to do.  I got a degree, a Bachelor's degree in mass 

communications with an emphasis on public relations.  And was kind of looking around 

at what I wanted to do and I've interpreted my whole life, that's what put me through 

college, especially in California.  Before I moved to Utah, I grew up in Torrance, which 
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is a suburb of Los Angeles, and interpreted all the way through.  I went to Cerritos Junior 

College, kind of went to class for myself and then interpreted a class and was going back 

and forth.  It was a great job, put me through school, kept me out of debt, all those good 

things.   

    Then when I moved up here I wasn't necessarily in the Deaf community here and so I 

didn't know the interpreters here, I didn't know the coordinators or the owners of the 

interpreting businesses and so I kind of got into a different field.   

    And once I graduated from college I was kind of thinking what do I want to do and I 

thought about law school, I thought about a lot of different options and was kind of 

looking around on some different web sites for jobs.  And my wife actually came across 

the, what would it be the job reference here at the Church to kind of manage the sign 

language translations and she called me at work and said you've got to apply for this job, 

it's almost as if it was written for you.  So when I got home I looked at it and sure 

enough, I mean it was everything I wanted to do.  I mean I would be involved with the 

scriptures; I would be involved in anything ASL which was just totally intriguing to me.  

And so I applied for it and within a few days I got a call for an interview, came in for the 

interview and felt really good about it, got called back for a second interview.   

    And I think some of the things that set me apart, obviously growing up in the Deaf 

community, having a command of ASL as a first language of mine.  Being bilingual in 

English as well really set me apart from some other candidates.  But on top of that I 

served my mission in the Philippines which is a little bit abnormal because most of the 

CODA's that grow up go on an ASL mission.  I mean it's just pretty standard.  You have 

that background and so you go.  And so when I got my mission call to the Philippines I 

was really, not shocked, but just, I guess shocked is a good word.  I was just totally 

flabbergasted.  Like I had this language ability in ASL and I'm getting sent to the 

Philippines to learn new languages and new cultures.  But having that language ability as 

well, I think adds a talent to the translation department because the Philippines is a huge 

part of the Church.  There's just tons of members there and it's growing really fast.  And 

so having five languages that I either speak or sign adds not only to my job now in ASL, 

but there are some other things that I can help with when it comes to those things.  So 

there's the long-winded, how I got into where I am.   

JED FOUTZ:   No, that's good.  That's very interesting.  So back to the Philippines.  So did you sign as 

part of your mission there?  Did you use it as part of your mission, or during your 

mission?   

RICH SUTTON:   Surprisingly I did.  ASL, it's an acronym which means American Sign Language, so it's 

specific to America.  Every country, pretty much, has their own sign language.  You've 

got British Sign Language, you've got Japanese Sign Language, Korean Sign Language, 

and you go down through all the countries.  The Philippines, because of some military 

influence and some military schools, a lot of Deaf children are taught American Sign 

Language there because of the American influence.   

    I had the opportunity of teaching a family.  The family wasn't necessarily interested in 

the gospel but there was one of their daughters who just did not participate in any kind of 
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discussions we had.  And I was wondering why and trying to figure it out.  And I asked 

her parents what's going on, how come she's not participating?  And they said, oh, she's 

Deaf.  And I thought, well, maybe here's a chance for me.  But at the time I didn't know 

she would know ASL, so I tried to use some gestures, some pretty obvious things to try to 

communicate with her.  And when she starting signing back to me I just kind of, in shock, 

looked at my companion and I said something's going on here, I've got the gift of hands 

or something because I can understand this girl, totally.  And we were both kind of like 

what's going on?  And so I started signing to her and find out she learned ASL at a Deaf 

school in Manila and she was just home for the summer.   

    She'd never really had a conversation with her parents.  So I kind of , she signed in ASL.  

In my head I went from ASL to English to then Cebuano, and then talked to her parents 

and back and forth.  And it was this really cool communication process.  She ended up 

getting baptized.  I interpreted for her in the branch until she went back to Manila and it 

was a really, really cool experience.  One of the reasons, I think, maybe I was sent to the 

Philippines for that specific purpose.   

    You know, God knows His people.  He knows where each of us are and provides a way 

for each of us to have our opportunity to come unto Him.  And I think that's one of the 

ways, a big testimony builder to me that God knows about each of us individually, not 

just as a collective group.   

 JED FOUTZ:   That's a beautiful story.  So they had never communicated on that level?   

 RICH SUTTON:   Other than maybe gestures and things like that, but to have a real conversation, a real 

form of communication. They were asking her about school, she was asking them why 

didn't we do this, why didn't we do that, how come you didn't try harder to communicate 

with me?  Just these really in-depth conversations you can have with parents and we take 

for granted, she never had that.  I mean she might have been able to say I want to eat or 

the very basic forms of communication but not the in-depth parent/child kind of 

conversations we take for granted.   

JED FOUTZ:   That had to be so rewarding.   

 RICH SUTTON:   It was a great experience.  Probably the highlight of my mission, I think, so.   

JED FOUTZ:   So with all of that language background, I mean for any of us, for me I served a mission 

in Japan and then I grow up with the Navaho culture and a bit of their language.  There 

are things that just don't translate or are impossible.  There are Navaho words that there is 

no way I can fit into English.  It had to be a bit frustrating to go between three languages 

at one time, so is that a challenge as far as getting some of those emotions or feelings or 

obscure things across?   

RICH SUTTON:   It is.  I mean you know as well as anybody, and anybody who even speaks just two 

languages knows that there are things that just don't translate.  There's just things you 

wouldn't say in one culture or one language that you would in another.   

    And so working for the Church it's been really interesting.  We translate anything that's 

the written word.  You have Gospel Principals or Teachings of the President Joseph 
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Smith or any manual that the Church would put out, we translate into American Sign 

Language and we turn a book into a DVD format for people to be able to watch the signs 

and understand what the English is trying to say.   

   Now there's things that are hard to translate in those.  I mean metaphors don't translate 

very easily, I think in any language because you use different metaphors from language 

to language.  However, in ASL, we use metaphors in a sense but it's a pretty direct and 

blunt language, we just kind of say how it is and what it is.  We don't kind of beat around 

the bush or give this flowery description of something, this is what it is and we put it out 

there.   

    And so sometimes those metaphors that you want to keep because obviously the Brethren 

who are giving them have a reason of why they're saying them in the way they do, and 

we're instructed to do as literal a translation as we can.  And it's hard sometimes to keep 

those.  But I believe that through the Holy Ghost and through a lot of prayer and 

inspiration we do the best we can to make that transition between languages, so where the 

meaning isn't lost.  Sometimes we can't keep the metaphors exactly, but the meaning isn't 

lost and I think that's important.   

    So it's harder on-the-fly; we do interpretation events, you know, General Conference, 

anything that's live.  And that's harder because you don't have time beforehand to pre-

translate it.  And so when you're live you're hearing it in English and you've got just a 

few seconds to translate and it put it out there.  And so that can get a little interesting 

sometimes and we do the best that we can and we hire very qualified people who know 

what they're doing.  It's not as if I do all the translations for the Church or interpretations.  

We've got I want to say hundreds of contractors.  I know the Translation Department has 

just hundreds of people who volunteer, who contract to it, whatever their situation is, to 

help translate from English into whatever language they're doing and in ASL, to do this 

work.  And the Lord works miracles through these translations, so.   

JED FOUTZ:   That's great.  Well I'm thinking as your job is obviously centered around the Church and 

religious context in one way, even in English it's hard sometimes.  I mean sometimes 

people read it in English and the meaning and what's behind it and what's being 

represented is kind of difficult to put together, so that must be extra challenging I would 

think.   

RICH SUTTON:   As a translator and interpreter you have to have command of both languages.  It's not just 

a command of the translation language, but you have to have a command of English or 

the base language, whatever you're translating from.  You need to understand what the 

word means yourself before you can even put it into another language.   

    And sometimes that's difficult and we go through, sometimes, a process where we have 

to ask questions and say what does this really mean?  What are you trying to say with this 

context because it's ambiguous, we could go three different ways but we can't keep it 

ambiguous in our language or whatever the case might be.  And so we run into 

sometimes some interesting things but we make it work, we ask questions.   
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    I think the important thing is we tell our translators and our interpreters not to be afraid to 

ask questions.  If they don't understand something, ask the question and we'll try and 

either as a group figure out what it means or go to the scriptures or go to a higher source 

to, I guess that sounds funny, sometimes we'll pray about it but I mean we can even go to 

managers that are above us and they can take it even to a higher level in the Church to 

figure out what it means so that we're translating correctly.  Because that's the worst thing 

to do is assume you know what it means and now a whole group of people will make the 

same assumption and it could be a wrong assumption.   

JED FOUTZ:   And so how many people, this is more of I guess a job-oriented question.  So how many 

people work with you specifically in that part of what you do, the ASL part of the 

translating?   

RICH SUTTON:   There's two of us that are full-time that oversee all the sign language translations and 

interpretations, and then, boy, I mean probably another hundred or so people that at any 

given time we can ask to come help with us to be interpreters, to be translators, to be 

reviewers, to be language coaches, to help out when we're filming in studio.   

    Interesting thing that maybe not a lot of people know about is we actually take the 

English text; we translate it into a written form.  Now it's not ASL written down, we take 

English words and we assign them to Signs and it's called glossing.  And what we do is 

we write the English words in order because the grammar and structure of ASL is totally 

different than English.  And so we will match up signs to English words, write those 

English words in American Sign Language structure, and then that's what we can use on 

a teleprompter to then sign from and so we have a pre-translated written script or a 

gloss --  

JED FOUTZ:   Which is coming across.   

RICH SUTTON:   -- exactly.  And then that's what we're signing.  The interesting thing is is in sign 

language facial expressions and body movements are so important.  You can have the 

exact same sign and the way your eyebrows are or the way you're positioned, it could 

mean two totally different things.  And that's sometimes hard to get onto paper.   

    We use a lot of very creative, very interesting things in order to get those things to come 

across.  We use carat symbols on the keyboard to do right and left shifting of our bodies.  

When two people are talking to each other, one person is, you know, you can sign to the 

left and then you can role shift, it's called, and go to the right, to then respond to the 

person's question or something like that.   

   And so we're creative with how we have to kind of write these things out.  When we're 

doing deity signs, we're always doing them above our head and so we use the little up 

carat symbol to let us know that we're now talking about deity, and so then we sign up.  

So there's a lot of things that we have to be creative with to try and make it work because 

it's not a written language, it's a visual language, and so we do the best we can to make it 

work and it comes across great.   

 JED FOUTZ:   And as we were speaking earlier, I have not had much personal contact with the Deaf 

world or with anyone directly.  I guess to hear you speak it's something none of us think 
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about, we would think about it as being very confining, in a way.  Where hearing you 

speak, you realize there's all these levels of communication, in some ways, probably, like 

most languages, some things are probably much easier communicated and much more 

direct in a way, I would think, listening to you.   

RICH SUTTON:   Absolutely.  There's some interesting things that I don't think are very mainstream in 

knowing about these things.  And one is that there's a Deaf culture.  Now granted, this is 

stereotyping and not everybody's going to fit into what I'm going to talk about.  But in 

general, the Deaf community is a very tight-knit community in which they have their own 

culture, they have their own stories, they have their own jokes, they have their own 

storytelling and everything like that.  They're a very creative people in their own culture 

and they don't necessarily fit into the mainstream hearing culture because they have their 

own language, they have their own stories and all of these wonderful, creative things that 

they can express in their own language.   

    And so there is some ignorance to that, not that that's a bad thing, but people are ignorant 

to the fact that Deaf people have their own culture and they're proud of their own culture 

and they're proud of their own language.  English is a second language for most Deaf 

people and that's why they prefer ASL is because then they have the full understanding of 

their native language, they don't have to try and understand the gospel or anything else 

through a second language, which is English, they can see it in their native language.   

   What we do here at the Church is try and use Deaf people as signers whenever we can.  If 

there isn't somebody speaking that has to be interpreted live, we use a Deaf person on 

camera, so the people you're watching translate for the Church are almost all Deaf.  And 

so you have native signers -- because the Deaf community's who we're doing this for -- so 

we have members of the Deaf community signing.  And that's gone a long way to 

integrate what the Church is doing into the norm of the Deaf community and Deaf 

culture.   

    Interesting things is Deaf people, obviously, aren't going to go to the opera; they're not 

going to go to musical events because they can't hear.  But they have their own ways of 

culture and their own ways of being creative.  They will go and there will be somebody 

on stage who's a very talented signer, a Deaf person who's very creative.  And they'll get 

up there, either as a comic or as a storyteller and will just begin to sign the story.  Now 

growing up in the Deaf community and Deaf culture, to me, that's better than hearing 

something being spoken.  It touches me more because when you're watching something 

it's different than when you're just listening to something.   

    When you're listening to something you can think about it and you can maybe picture 

things in your head and it can touch you.  But when you're watching the ASL and they're 

telling a story, not only are you getting language being quote/unquote spoken to you, but 

you're watching the story unfold in a visual manner.  So it's a movie, it's beautiful.   

    And you can have comics that are doing the same thing.  But they're telling Deaf jokes.  

If I were to try to interpret it back into English, it wouldn't make sense, it wouldn't be 

funny; no one would laugh.  But you'd have Deaf people just rolling in their seats because 

it was so funny.  And so it's interesting that way.   
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    Deaf people are super creative when it comes to visual mediums.  You have some really 

talented producers.  A lot of people in Deaf community send me films that Deaf 

producers have made and things I've never even thought of that we sometimes can maybe 

start to integrate here in the Church in the way we produce ASL films.  I work with the 

producers that work on these ASL films and give them some ideas that are coming out of 

the Deaf community of how we can integrate picture in the background with a signer in 

the foreground without it taking too much of the screen.   

    And there's some interesting things, and very creative things that the Deaf people are 

coming up with all the time because this is their medium, visual medium is what they're 

about.  You know, they could care less about audio (laughs), which is funny that we're 

doing a radio show about ASL.  But their visual medium is just so powerful and creative 

and it's awesome to see the things that they're coming up with as they have this tool made 

more and more accessible to them as technology improves.   

JED FOUTZ:   Which I think that's one of the fascinating things that this already has opened my eyes to.  

But when I think about it, it makes sense.  We speak and it's audible and there's people, 

obviously, that are animated speakers, they use their hands and that's one level.  But this 

is a way of communicating that brings two things, that visual, like you were saying and, I 

don't know, it's a way I've never even thought about it or even watching it, take it for 

granted if you don't understand it, I guess.   

RICH SUTTON:   If there was one thing that I could get across that I would hope everyone listening could 

understand is maybe we could think outside the box a little bit, as hearing people, that 

maybe haven't been exposed to the Deaf community or Deaf culture enough to just say, 

you know, when I tell people, Deaf people don't consider themselves disabled.  We 

typically categorize them as, oh, they're a disabled group of people.  But they don't 

consider themselves disabled; they just have a different language than we do.  And they 

have a different culture than we do.   

    And if one thing comes across from what I'm saying today, and if it could be, that people 

just say, oh, maybe I can think outside the box a little bit.  Maybe there is nothing wrong 

with Deaf people, maybe they're just fine, and they have a culture and they're doing just 

fine, they have language and they love it, and there's nothing wrong with the way they're 

doing things.   

   That would be great, because growing up in the Deaf community I've never felt like my 

parents have been disabled.  I've never felt like they've lacked anything because they have 

culture, they have language.  They taught me in that language, they taught me the gospel 

in that language.   

    When I see The Book of Mormon in ASL, it touches me in a different level than the 

English Book of Mormon does, because it's in the language I learned the gospel in.  And 

it's a beautiful thing.  It's not a lesser language, it's not a mediocre language to English, 

it's on par.  In some ways I think it's better, but that's because it's my native language.  

But there's things that I can express in ASL that I can't in English and vice versa as well.  

There's language barriers in every language that, oh, I wish I could say it the way I know 

in this language or this language.   
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    But ASL is a beautiful language, Deaf culture is wonderful, and as we start to learn that 

in the mainstream hearing culture, we'll start to integrate the cultures a little bit and 

probably come together and understand each other a little better and probably have better 

relationships in the future is what I would hope.   

JED FOUTZ:   I would think.  Because already, like I've said, it's opened my eyes already, just this brief 

conversation.  But there is that wall.  We see that and we can't really break through that.  

It's not like I can sit there and have the conversation with somebody and get their feelings 

back.  So you're in a particularly interesting position, I would think, with your 

background.   

RICH SUTTON:   It is but I think it would be similar if I walked into your world and there would be a group 

of people that maybe I couldn't communicate with, and a culture that I wouldn't 

understand.  And in that case, I would be the one that's disabled because I have no ability 

to express myself, to understand the expressions that are being omitted to me.  And so 

really it's just another culture and another language that, you know, if you want to be a 

part of, you have to learn the language, you have to learn the culture.   

    As a cultural thing, I've wondered for a long, long time, you know, with your 

background, you have this politically correct thing.  People always ask me, "Is it Deaf or 

is it hearing-impaired?" Well they're Deaf.  No one in the Deaf community ever 

said, "Please call us hearing-impaired." That was somebody else that said, "You don't call 

them Deaf, they don't like that." Well that's not true, they want to be called Deaf.  They 

have Deaf culture, they're proud of who they are, they're proud of what they are.  On the 

same token, many people wonder Indian, Native American?  I've wondered that.  What's 

the cultural norm there?  What's the right term there?   

JED FOUTZ:   Yeah, that's a mixed answer.  Like I think most of them would be, in that some would 

prefer one thing, some would prefer another and a lot of that's depending on generation 

and some could care less, it's really to them it's call me what you want to call me.  But 

yeah, in that world, the politically correct has become Native American.  Indian's almost, 

you know, you hardly hear it anymore.  But I grew up with that.   

    So in your position, you get the gospel, you can read it in English, you can hear it, but 

you can also have it given to you in ASL.  So whether it's reading The Book of Mormon 

or taking The Book of Mormon in through ASL, is it different?  There's that spirit, 

whether it's the Prophet speaking from the pulpit or, so does the Spirit hit you different 

coming from the different ways, kind of, I guess?   

RICH SUTTON:   I had an interesting experience recently that kind of changed my aspect on that.  I have a 

feeling and it's a personal feeling, I don't know that there's been anything said about this 

officially by the Church.  So if there has been I retract what I said and go with that one 

(laughs).  But I feel that you should learn the gospel in your native language.  Because 

you're able to feel the Spirit better when you fully understand the words that are being 

spoken to you or that you're reading.  I think you should learn the gospel in your native 

language.  I think it's okay to study it in another language, to maybe language study or 

something like that.  But for your own personal knowledge, for your experience, you 

should study it in your native language, and that's my feeling.   
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    Recently I had the experience of speaking in a Deaf ward, since I moved up to Utah.  I 

was born and raised in a Deaf ward that became a Deaf branch in Torrance, it's the 

Torrance Deaf Branch, Torrance Fourth Deaf Branch.  And had spoken many times in 

that ward, I was a part of that ward, I had callings in that ward, went on my mission from 

that ward, came back to that ward, everything.  But when I moved here I got married and 

started attending a hearing ward.  My wife's hearing and I'm comfortable in a hearing 

ward.   

    And I thought it was the same.  Until I had the opportunity to go back and speak in the 

Deaf ward when I was asked to.  And as I started signing my talk, the Spirit hit me and I 

got really emotional.   

    And here's a funny thing.  A lot of people think, "Oh, you're so lucky you can sign 

because if you get emotional and start crying at the pulpit, you can still keep signing." It's 

not true, the emotions still overtake you and whether you're voice cracks or not, your 

hands just don't go like they should.   

    But I started signing and I got really emotional and it hit me at that point that I learned 

the gospel from my parents in ASL.  I was taught the gospel in ASL.  And yes, there was 

Primary and Young Men's that sometimes was combined with the hearing ward that met 

about the same time we did for the young kids like myself who were hearing.  But the 

way I learned the gospel was from my parents and it was in ASL.  And so it was touching 

me on a whole different level than when I just attend the hearing ward.   

    Was it better or worse?  I don't think the Spirit is better, I just think it's different, and it 

touched me in a way that it hadn't touched me in the hearing ward up until that point.  

And so I think that's my native language of the gospel, that's how I learned it, that's what 

touches me the most.   

    When I watch people sign the songs, and now that might be a new thing for you too, we 

sign the songs in a very poetic and fluid way, different than you would just sign when 

you're talking.  When I see that, it touches me in a different way than when I just hear 

people singing music.  It strikes a different cord with me; it brings on a different feeling 

of inspiration and wanting to be better and touching me in a different way.  It's very 

interesting because that's the way I saw it my entire life growing up.  And so seeing that 

now, I understand that perspective because I was out of it for a while and then I got back 

in and I realized that's my world, that's what I was raised in, ASL is what I was taught the 

gospel with.   

JED FOUTZ:   So it is different in a way then.   

RICH SUTTON:   It is, it is.  It's just a different feeling and it's hard to explain.  I've always been bad at 

explaining what the Spirit feels like and how it touches me but it's different in a 

wonderful way.   

JED FOUTZ:   And whether it be Deaf or whether it be any other different way, where you said the Deaf 

don't really view it as a negative, necessarily, it's just a different culture and a different 

language, which is so well-put that way because it makes me look at it at a totally, you're 

just unaware of that view, kind of.  But it makes perfect sense once it's said and spoken 
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that way.  But it just seems like there's inherent advantages that come with that view, 

though too where you're probably much more susceptible and open to certain promptings 

or ways of receiving information or Spirit or feeling that just seems like that kind of goes 

with that, so.   

RICH SUTTON:   I feel like I've had the best of both worlds given to me.  A good friend of mine said I have 

a foot in both worlds and I think that's a good way of putting that.  I've never really been 

fully a part of the Deaf community because I can hear.  I was born to Deaf parents, I was 

raised in the Deaf community, but you can't really assimilate yourself in the Deaf 

community fully unless you're Deaf.  And so I only have kind of one foot.  I'm accepted 

by everyone, but they still know I can hear.   

    I can't say that I'm necessarily fully in the hearing community as well because I'm a little 

bit different, I have a little bit, you know, different background.  I have different 

experiences.  And so sometimes when I'm fully involved in the hearing community I 

don't fit in per se.  I don't know if this is the right way of putting it, but almost maybe like 

a biracial child feels, one foot in both worlds, not that it's a racial thing but I'm half-way 

in the Deaf world and half-way in the hearing world and to be honest, I like it.  I like who 

I am, I like what I am.  I like having that taste of both worlds.  I love when I go to Deaf 

wards and I can be in the Deaf community and then when I come back to the hearing 

ward and I'm in the hearing community, I feel comfortable as well.  And so I love it, I 

love being a part of both worlds and I don't reject or not want to be a part of either one, I 

like being a part of both worlds so I'm going to keep it that way for a long, long time.   

JED FOUTZ:   Good.  That's so interesting to hear you say it that way too because for me the Native 

American culture was my kind of in-between, not in any way that I ever viewed myself 

as Native American, but I lived with the culture, I was given a native name, it's part of 

who I was, it's the culture I identified with in many ways much more than I did 

sometimes with, and I liked it better in many ways.  I would sit there and look from their 

view and say that's beautiful, where it's lacking over here.  But it's the same, I never 

viewed that as a contradiction or a negative, I always loved kind of where I sat in 

between those two worlds and kind of what it opened up.  So I can kind of, in a way, 

relate, I think, with that view.   

RICH SUTTON:   Hopefully there will be a lot of people who can kind of see Deaf culture and Deaf people 

in a different light from this interview and be able to say, "Wow, we have a lot more in 

common than maybe we have in difference."  

    And I just think when we focus on the fact that somebody can hear and somebody can't, 

what is hearing really give us that's so bad for a bad person?  What makes that such a 

negative thing?  They have language, they have culture, they have all these things that 

we've talked about today, and they can't hear.  And I hate to say it in this a blunt way, but 

who cares?  I mean my mom doesn't want to hear again.  I mean she doesn't really care.  

If she had the chance to quote/unquote be healed and hear again, she probably wouldn't 

take it because she's happy with what she is.  She doesn't need to hear; she has all the 

advantages and still has her life and her culture and everything else.   
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    I use the example because people always say, "Well, Jesus healed the Deaf." And I think 

sometimes we think that because Jesus gave people their ability to hear back, that's the 

miracle.  But to me the miracle is that they could understand.  They went their whole life 

not being able to hear the language.  One day they hear the language and they understand 

it.  The miracle wasn't that they could hear again, the miracle was that they could 

communicate and understand the gospel of Jesus Christ.  To me the miracle comes from 

understanding, not from being able to hear again.   

    We have that ability now because the Church translates into ASL.  The Deaf community 

has an understanding of the gospel in their own language and in their own tongue and it's 

a beautiful thing.  I think sometimes, if we look at it from outside the box, we understand 

it the way Christ understood it.  That he gave them the understanding and today we're 

doing the same thing.  We're giving people understanding.  Whether it be Deaf people or 

anybody around the world that speaks a different language than the Prophet or the 

Apostles, we're giving them understanding through translation.   

JED FOUTZ:   The volume of the translating seems staggering to me.  As I sit here and think about it, 

and I think you say you have two fulltime and I think about everything produced and just 

in the day-to-day of the Church and then conferences and then special things and then 

publications.  Is it overwhelming?  

RICH SUTTON:   It is if you think about it and I tend not to think about it (laughs).   

JED FOUTZ:   (laughs) Not to make you focus in a bad way.   

RICH SUTTON:   It is.  There's a lot that goes on and I think most people who work for the Church, when 

you look at the volume of things that we're trying to do for the entire world, member and 

non-member.  Because our message isn't exclusively just for members, we're trying to 

reach the whole world.  And when you think about all the manuals and all the pamphlets 

and all the stake conference broadcasts and general conference and everything that goes 

on, it can be a little staggering.   

    But when you have the opportunity to go to a Deaf conference or you have the 

opportunity to go to a Deaf ward, and you see them using these materials and you see 

them project on to a screen, the ASL Book of Mormon to show a verse, to read a verse 

out loud together, because that's how they read a verse, is a PowerPoint projector.  You 

have the verse and then they discuss it.  And you see something like that and instantly it's 

totally worth it, and everything you've done, and all the struggles and all the sacrifice, it's 

totally worth it.  I think it's just a part of trying to spread the gospel.  I look at the bishop 

of our ward.  If you really think about all that he has in front of him on his plate, it's 

staggering.   

JED FOUTZ:   It is.   

 RICH SUTTON:   Everything in the Church is staggering, but somehow the Lord always makes you to the 

point to where you can do it.   

    And I think whether you're an employee for the Church or whether you're called in a 

calling, working in a ward somewhere, the Lord qualifies you for it and He helps you 
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with it.  And if you try and do His work and not your work, somehow it always gets done, 

and I don't necessarily know how.  I equate it to tithing.  Well, I don't necessarily know 

how the finances always work out, but when I pay my tithing it always does.  And it's one 

of those things I don't want to ask the question because maybe I'll find the answers 

(laughs).  So I'm good with it working, so it works and that's important.   

JED FOUTZ:   And from the Deaf community's perspective, would the Church be, do they feel like 

they're getting enough of the content or do they feel like there's parts that they would like 

to have access to that they still don't or …   

RICH SUTTON:   Probably a mixed feeling.  Just like any community, if you asked 25 different people, 

you're going to get 25 different responses.  So it's a really tough question to answer.  

However, about two and a half, three years ago, the Church moved ASL translations from 

a "special need" to a "language translation," recognizing it as a language, a bona fide 

language.  Since then, the number of materials that have been produced and the number 

of live events that get interpreted and everything has just gone through the roof.  And 

right now there's just a surge of just gratitude and just people are so thankful in the Deaf 

community that so many things are going on and so many great things are happening.   

    With that comes, okay, now that we're doing all this, here's some more suggestions of 

what we should do.  But it goes back to the scripture, you know, don't run faster than you 

have strength.  And we're slowly making progress and we're getting better and better.  

Our translations now are much better than they were three years ago.  We're just getting 

better and better.  You know that line upon line, we're slow progress but people in the 

Deaf community I think are accepting it and very happy with it.   

    Is it perfect yet?  No.  But I don't necessarily think that's anybody's fault, I think it's just a 

matter of learning as you go, progressing and then growing with the Deaf community.  

And one thing we're doing is we're going to a lot of Deaf events and saying, "What do 

you think?" And they're giving us feedback and we're trying to make adjustments based 

on the feedback.  But also we have standards that we have to maintain and so we kind of 

balance that, walk the fine line and so far it's been really, really positive what the people 

have said and so we're working towards that and trying to get better every day, so.   

JED FOUTZ:   Great.  There's some things said earlier that came back to my mind.  So you said you 

lyrically are doing the music and the songs now much more in a lyrical way.  So you can 

hear a song.  They obviously, there's people that can never hear the song.  But what 

you're saying is there's a way to do it where the same kind of feeling, maybe is coming 

across, I mean it can't be the same, I'm not a very good communicator myself, (laughs) 

but there's something that just came to me about, but they are singing?  Is that?   

RICH SUTTON:   Yeah, it's a good question.  I'll see if I can communicate it.   

 JED FOUTZ:   I don't mean to put you in really odd territory here, but.   

RICH SUTTON:   We'll see how this works.  So you've got a song.  Now I'm not a musical person and so 

I'm going to try and explain how I understand.  When people sing songs, it's poetic, it 

flows together, the words are combined.  When you're writing a song you make sure that 

the words flow together, whether they're rhythmic based off lyrical standards or whether 
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they just flow together and they sound nice together.  And even when you're writing a 

talk or something, this would be perfect to say it, it might not work in a song and so you 

have to make adjustments there.   

   In ASL, what we do to a song is we try to rhyme in a different way.  We try to bring 

lyrical standards to an ASL standard.  I take back to this last General Conference when 

the choir sang “Consider the Lilies of the Field”.  Well, when we signed it, there's a lot of 

going back and forth between the lilies of the field and the birds in the sky.  All these 

different pictures that, if you're hearing them you can picture and God's taking care of all 

of these things.   

    And so in ASL, we're actually presenting the lilies of the field and God taking care of 

them and then we role shift, like we talked about earlier, we show the birds in the sky and 

how God also takes care of them.  Now it's a different kind of rhyming but we use similar 

signs and God taking care of the lilies of the field and God taking care of the birds in the 

sky and that brings those two things together.  And we sign it in a way where it's kind of 

like one fluid sign, where all the signs go together.   

    When you're translating, I'm gonna use this sign for this word.  Now my next sign has to 

come off of that sign.  What's the best sign to make that all transition and flow together?  

Is it perfect?  No, but it's an art form that the Deaf community's kind of creating now and 

Deaf music, you know, we've been to some conferences where people have given 

workshops and lectures on Deaf music and how it's growing and evolving and going in 

different ways.  And I think the way we translate songs is we keep the meaning that's in 

the English and even the literal wording that's in the English.  But we make it ASL and 

we make it very visual and it's beautiful.  It's not dramatic, it's not like we're putting on a 

play or anything, but we flow everything together and at the end you're just, "Wow, that 

was beautiful."  And then on the second level, just like in English, you can evaluate the 

wording.   

    I mean it touches you, the song, and the rhyming and the lyrical standards and everything, 

and then you can take it to the next level and actually study the words in English and 

say, "Wow, that's really cool.  That's a good message." Same thing as what we're trying to 

do in ASL, this beautiful, flowing song in ASL.  And then wow, I love the way they 

combined those words and the meaning that's beneath it.   

    So hopefully that explains it.  I wish there was a film here in the studio, I'm using my 

hands to try to explain all that I'm saying and it's not coming out in English.  But if you 

could see my hands then you'd understand (laughs).   

JED FOUTZ:   No, I think you're doing a beautiful job of describing it.  And I think that's what caught 

my mind on that, is there's something very beautiful about that concept that I think is far 

from most of the world not connected to the Deaf world.  It doesn't even cross our minds 

in a way but it's something that stuck out to me right away is it's a beautiful thing.   

RICH SUTTON:   You know, if I can just get the hearing community to see the Deaf community as a viable 

community, with a viable culture with a language that's on par with theirs in English or 

any other language for that matter, spoken language, and get them to realize they have as 
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much to contribute to society as anybody else in mainstream culture and community, I 

will have felt successful in anything I've done.   

   I've seen my parents struggle to try and put themselves on par.  There's nothing 

intellectually or anything wrong with my parents at all.  But when people hear they're 

Deaf, instantly there's this face of, "Oh, I'm so sorry." And I think to myself, "Why?  I 

love the fact that they're Deaf."  For the first time I had, one of our interpreters was 

helping us on a project and she found out my parents were Deaf and she goes, "Oh, you're 

so lucky your parents are Deaf."  And it hit me, that's the first time somebody has said 

that to me.  I've said that to other people, I love the fact that my parents are Deaf, I'm 

proud of that, I'm happy for that.  I'm not sad in any way.  But somebody else who grew 

up in a hearing culture and everything and just went to school to learn sign language and 

became an interpreter was like, "Oh, you're so lucky your parents are Deaf." And I was 

like, "I am lucky, I feel that way."  And if I can help people to see my parents, not 

as special people, not as less than special people, but just normal people like anybody 

else.  They don't need any special treatment, they don't need anything special, just normal 

people, treat them like anybody else, I'll feel good.   

JED FOUTZ:   You should feel good.  I think you should feel very successful if that is what that is based 

on.   

RICH SUTTON:   It's a hope.   

JED FOUTZ:   Yeah, it's a great interview, Rich; it's opened my eyes dramatically to the world, as I 

admittedly have been very little exposed to.  But it's beautiful to hear it coming from you.  

It's opened my eyes in a matter of, I don't know, I've lost track of time, but it's opened my 

eyes dramatically in this amount of time.    

RICH SUTTON:   Well thank you, I've appreciated it.   

JED FOUTZ:   I think you're a lucky person to have grown up between the two worlds you have.  I 

would agree with that, so.  And your siblings, are they the same between the two worlds 

would you say?   

 RICH SUTTON:   They are.  My brother's a very successful interpreter in the Los Angeles area.  I'm a little 

biased when I think he's one of the best interpreters in America.  I mean I watch him 

interpret and the way he can turn English into ASL and vice versa, ASL when somebody 

signs back into English, it's an art form.  Anybody that's done language translation knows 

that translation is not a science, it's an art form.  I mean you've got to do your best to 

communicate between the two worlds.  And there's people that are on par with my 

brother, but boy, he's up there as one of best who can take both languages and go 

simultaneously between.   

    And that's another thing, if I could mention.  Sometimes we judge Deaf people and their 

level of intelligence or anything, based off of what an interpreter can interpret back into 

English.  And we think, oh, his English wasn't that great, or her English wasn't that great.  

When in fact, any interpreter will tell you, it's their fault.   
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    And not that I'm saying all interpreters are terrible, but don't judge this wonderful Deaf 

person based off my ability to translate his language into your language.  Because 

sometimes I've seen the most educated, great Deaf people signing and an interpreter who 

sits there and fumbles through how to get it back into English and everybody thinks, oh, 

that poor Deaf person, you know, uneducated, whatever it is and that's not the case at all.   

    Be careful how we develop stereotypes because if it's through an interpreter, you have to 

be careful.  Just because somebody has an accent or just because an interpreter is giving 

you that message, doesn't diminish what the person is saying or make them less educated 

or anything else.  And that's something that I have to remind a lot of people is, oh well 

that person wasn't very smart, that Deaf person.  Oh, no, he's very smart; the interpreter 

didn't necessarily convey that message exactly right.  And again, not blaming the 

interpreter because that's a live deal where you're trying to, in a matter of seconds, which 

is what ASL to English or any other language, so.  Another little tidbit just if I could 

throw in there.   

JED FOUTZ:   And I guess from my perspective too.  So I sit here and wonder, so from somebody who 

has had and does have so little exposure in my day-to-day life, what can I do, I guess, 

from my side?  What would be your advice to me in that world, because it is awkward, I 

must say, it is awkward.  There are awkward moments when those times do kind of 

surface and everything.   

RICH SUTTON:   Right.  And the one thing my wife, having grown up hearing and her first exposure, 

really, to the Deaf community was marrying me and having Deaf parents-in-law and 

everything like that.  And now me being in my job she's exposed all the time to the Deaf 

community.  And one thing she's really helped me to realize is it's not bad to be ignorant 

of Deaf community and Deaf culture.  But when you're educated on it and when 

somebody tells you this is the way it is, and you still want to remain in ignorance or not 

believe what you've been taught, that's when it becomes a little bit offensive.   

    For example, if you go up to a Deaf person and just assume they can read lips, that's a 

bad assumption and that's a pretty negative assumption.  It's a very, very small 

percentage, and I don't want to give the percent, but it's tiny.  I mean the percentage of 

people who can read lips, it's a talent, it's a skill, and not all people can even develop that 

talent.  And so don't assume all people who are Deaf can read lips.  If you go up to them 

and you can ask, "Can you read lips?" Don't be afraid to ask questions.  Get out a pad of 

paper and write back and forth.   

JED FOUTZ:   And is that bad?   

RICH SUTTON:   It's not.  I was even educated.  I was with a friend at a restaurant, a fast-food restaurant 

and I went to go interpret for him between the person taking the order.  And he 

goes, "No, I can handle this." And he wrote back and forth.  If a Deaf person decides I 

want to write back and forth, do it.  If they want an interpreter, they'll ask.  But don't be 

afraid to walk up and say, "Hi, how are you?"  If you know a little sign, go ahead and use 

it.  You can even say I only know a little sign.  If you want to write notes back and forth, 

whatever it is, it's the same kind of cultural etiquette as if you're meeting somebody from 

another country.   
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    An interesting thing is there's a lot of people who, oh, this person doesn't speak English, 

so all of the sudden they start yelling.  You know, like loud English is going to help them 

understand it better.  Deaf people are still Deaf.  If you talk really loud they're still going 

to be Deaf and so talking loud isn't going to help the situation.  Finding out if they read 

lips, go ahead.  And don't over express yourself, Deaf people learn to read normal lips not 

crazy lips, you know, and so just talk normally.  If they don't know how to read lips, 

write notes back and forth.   

    All these things, just normal social, cultural etiquette in getting to know somebody from a 

different language and a different culture and a different, I mean not that they're from a 

different country, but in all reality they're not a part of your mainstream culture or even 

speak your language fluently or even can speak your language, which is English.  I mean 

they might be able to write it at a level which you could probably understand back and 

forth.  You'll have Deaf people that purely use sign language and when they write to you 

in English you might not understand it, because like I said, the structure of ASL and the 

structure of English, totally different grammar.  And so you might look at it and say, 

yeah, those are English words, but I don't understand a single thing this says.  And that 

might be the case and you just have to work through it.   

JED FOUTZ:   Yes, I had a client that is Deaf.  And I haven't seen him now for a while but for 20 years 

we've basically known each other and been around each other from young.  He's quite a 

bit younger than I am and I knew him since he was a boy.  And his mother was kind of 

his one family member left and she passed about ten years ago.  And to watch him 

transition from, she was very nurturing and kind of sheltered him from all exposure to the 

culture and then all of the sudden she wasn't there and there was literally nobody left to 

kind of take care of the, and watch him struggle for the first year or two was heart 

wrenching to me and he got in all sorts of trouble.   

    But I watched him, you know, just out in society, culture, you know, he got beat up a 

couple times but it was just a lack of being able to communicate and I think it put him in 

situations that were, but it broke my heart.   

    But what I realized over the years, we wrote everything for all 20 years.  I could read him 

just by the way he was writing, almost, at the time.  Like I could watch him writing, I 

wouldn't even be able to see the words yet, I knew what frame of mind he was in, I knew 

what he was going to be saying, I knew whether he was happy and things were good or 

whether he was frustrated.  Even before I looked at the note I could just watch him 

writing and I'd go, okay, I know where this one's going today.   

    But at the same time he can articulate and see things in life and beauty and designs.  As 

an artist, he's a weaver; he's a male Navaho weaver, so he weaves rugs.  His mother was 

one of the best I've ever worked with as far as Navaho weavers.  He is so much more 

sensitive in so many areas that I just, he sees things in such a way that has made me, 

through our relationship, see things in ways I never, I would've never had that view if I 

hadn't known him, I guess.  So anyway.   

RICH SUTTON:   And as you're exposed to Deaf people and Deaf culture and different things, you'll realize 

a lot of situations like that happen.  I mean most Deaf children are born to hearing parents 
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who have had very little, if any, exposure to Deaf culture or Deaf needs or ASL, 

language, all that kind of thing.  And so like my mom, she grew up and her parents were 

told that the best thing for her was to learn how to talk, learn how to lip read.  So my 

mom went through extensive training to do that.  It wasn't until she was about ready to go 

to college when she first started meeting, really, other Deaf people who signed.  And so 

she started getting into sign language and realizing, this is cool, I can do this.  Ended up 

going to Gallaudet University and that's her first exposure to Deaf culture, Deaf 

community, sign language.  And since then, has been fully immersed in the Deaf 

community.   

   But almost all Deaf children are like that.  Where they grow up in this hearing world and 

then later in life get exposed.  Very few Deaf children are born to Deaf parents who can 

teach them a language from an early stage of life and go on.  And this boy you talk about, 

what a hard life to be sheltered and not have that exposure and then when his mother 

passes away, now he's forced into a society that he really knows nothing about and has a 

hard time communicating with and maybe doesn't have the skills to communicate in a 

community that's foreign to him.  But it's a story that's told over and over and over in the 

Deaf community.  Sad but it happens a lot.   

JED FOUTZ:   So in recapping all of this is, you've done such a good job recapping and everything.  

Anything you want to wrap all this together in or any last thoughts, stories?   

RICH SUTTON:   I think we've covered a lot of the things to talk about.  Just again, to recap it, as a short 

recap to say, if we could focus on the Deaf community as just another community and 

another culture that brings another spice to life and that has their ways of being creative 

that might be a little different than ours, and has a language that might be a little different 

than ours, that has a way of telling stories or singing songs or whatever it might be that 

might be a little bit different than ours, that maybe we could think outside the box a little 

bit and maybe understand that if we really want to understand Deaf people, ask them 

what their community's about, what their culture's about.  If we want to learn about them, 

talk to them.  Ask them what they need, ask them what they want.   

    If there's bishops or branch presidents or relief society presidents out there that have one 

Deaf member in their ward that have one Deaf family in their ward and they're 

wondering:  What can we do to help these people?  Ask them.  The Church has tons of 

resources to help them.  There's web sites, the Church has created so many things to help 

so many different people and Deaf people and ASL, there's so many resources that aren't 

being utilized because people just don't know where to find them.   www.lds.org/asl has 

almost everything the Church has done in ASL, downloadable onto your computer, from 

Quick Time format or Widows Media or any other format; I can't remember the other 

ones.  But all of these things are available to members of the Church, to leaders of the 

Church who have one or two Deaf people in their wards or branches.   

    Ask them what they need and then try to meet that need.  Sometimes we assume we know 

what they need and we try to meet their needs without actually doing anything.  A lot of 

work goes into something they don't even need.  Just ask them.  Find a way to 

communicate with them, whether it's writing a note back and forth.  Show them you care, 

show them you love them, you're not scared of them.  They're willing to serve.  Don't be 
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afraid to call a Deaf person that's in a hearing ward to a calling.  They can fulfill the 

calling just like anybody else.  There will be some communication issues but they'll work 

through them, there's no problem.   

JED FOUTZ:   There's issues in any calling.   

RICH SUTTON:   Yeah, any calling you have issues.  So make it communication and then move on.  So just 

don't be scared of it.  It's been fun to talk about it and to kind of talk about my past, so 

thank you very much.   

JED FOUTZ:   It's been great listening.  It's one thing in my life I've learned and I try to tell my children.  

I don't really care where they go, how they end up, I've always felt like there's a spot for 

all of us, we've all been given certain things.  The happiest people I meet, there's nothing 

better for me than meeting somebody that's found that thing.  I feel like I've been blessed 

with that in my life, with the Navaho culture and Native American art; it just speaks to 

every part of me.  I feel the same from you so it's been great meeting and being able to 

discuss this with you and very enlightening.   

RICH SUTTON:   Thank you.   

JED FOUTZ:   Yeah, thank you, Rich.   

 

[BEGIN MUSIC] 

NANCY HANSON (HOST):  You've been listening to an interview between Jed Foutz and Rich Sutton, on 

Everything Creative on the Mormon Channel.  

[END MUSIC] 
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